
"Where are they taking us?"
"How the fuck would I know?"

Track  with Lori and Craig

Ehawee passes them.

"WHERE ARE THE ELEVATORS?"
"WHAT?"
CONTINUE DIALOGUE UNTIL: "SUIT YOURSELF. I'LL SEND 
HELP BACK IF I FIND IT."
Track  with grace and stubbs.

"WHY ARE YOU DOING THIS?" "NO."

Ehawee strikes Lori.

"[WAIT, THEY'RE SCARED. PLEASE DON'T HURT THEM. WHERE 
ARE YOU... WHAT DO YOU WANT US TO DO?]"
"[YOU GO WHERE WE TELL YOU TO GO. SHUT UP AND KEEP 
MOVING.]"

"[ THEY JUST WANT TO GO HOME. PLEASE.]"

Grace speaks Lakota.

"[HE WILL DECIDE.]"

Ehawee responds.

"Oh my god. They are going to kill us. They're going 
to kill us."

Track with Lisa looking back to Craig.



"Who? Who will?"

Death march revealed.

Torches visible through reeds.

Stubbs gains into cu SUSTAINED CHANTING

Behind akecheta, the prisoners herded onto the beach

Boom up to akecheta's head. Boom down over prisoners to akecheta "[REALEASE YOURSELVES OF THIS BURDEN]"

Low angle akecheta.

Angle on reeds
Track l.



Prisoners are forced to their knees.

"Oh god it's too late."

Untying her hands.

Over grace to Stubbs. He sees she is...

Grace stands, grabs a torch and strikes a warrior On Stubbs wanting to help but unable to move.

Stubs POV: grace is tackled... But escapes into the reeds. On stubb's relief.

Wide on the beach. Warriors place torches in the 
sand.



Suddenly he is grabbed from behind.

PROFILE STUBBS, READY TO DIE.

REVERSE. AKECHETA APPROACHES, OMINOUSLY.

Stubb's hands are released. Tilt up WITH HIM AS HE 
IS LIFTED to HIS FEET.

"You live only as long as the last person who 
remembers you."

AKECHETA LEANS IN AND WHISPERS.

...EXITS. WHEN STUBS OPENS HIS EYES... ... HE REACTS. THE GHOST NATION HAS DISAPPEARED.



"They're gone! They're gone!"

ON LORI AND CRAIG.

"Wait! Where are you going?"

Push in as LORI CALLS AFTER HIM.

AND EXITS.

STUBBS DISAPPEARS INTO THE REEDS. SLIDE R TO 
BLACK.

"You stay here. ....this is an emergency extraction 
point... help is coming right fucking here."

STUBBS RELEASES CRAIG'S HANDS.



Angle on paria street with bonfire and Catherine 
wheels.

Lead them

Pull back (steadicam) as mib and Lawrence step into 
passageway.

... out through 'gates of hell' Continue to pull back with them

Adjust r as they step into the street. Rise to reveal the destruction. Close on dead paria denizen

MIB steps into mcu



Slide r with mib and Lawrence Pass another stack of bodies

Within the bodies reveal a hidden (living) soldier Continue with Lawrence and mib

Lead mib and Lawrence (steadicam)

"Whoever did this is someone I'm strongly disinclined 
to meet."

Soldiers come out of the shadows behind them Lawrence and mib turn to see them

"I'm beginning to think we should have taken our 
chances with the confederados up north."



Camera moves 180 to clock their reaction

Lawrence reacts

"Who the hell are you supposed to be?"

Continue moving around to reveal a figure.

"I'm afraid you're out of luck, my friend."

Pull back to include mib

"Don't you recognize him, Lawrence? IN a past life, 
you used to be him."

Angle on mysterious figure

"El lazo, I presume."

Push in to him as he raises his head revealing the face 
of el lazo.

Angle through soldiers. Mib steps forward.

"Back when we met -- you were just a mercenary and a 
part time nitro-smuggler looking to help the 
revolution..."

Adjust with mib to el lazo in FG.

"Times have changed."

...while another group of soldiers appear behind 
them



Reverse on to el lazo (dead man seated by table.)

"Indeed they have."

Over el lazo to mib

"You're wrong there, my friend... your revolution is 
just beginning... the man who organized it wants us 
to join forces."

Drop and push in as he sits and pours drink.

"The sins of the invaders cleansed in their blood. The 
revolution... is won.

"What are you doing?"
"You said it yourself... It'll take an army... and here 
they are."

El lazo 

"I don't know you."

Mib steps up to the table. push in to tight 50/50

"No. But I know you... My friend and I just need safe 
passage through the savagelands."

Over mib. Push in to EL lazo

"For my whole life, I have imagined this moment... and 
now at the end I find... nothing."

Complimentary angle to mib. Push in.

"You and I have more in common than ever... you want 
to end it, I can help with that. A real ending. The 
truth."

El lazo pushes body out of the way.

"Santa paria is restored."




